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Abstract 
For the investigation of the superconducting properties of iron-based superconductors Josephson junctions as well as Andreev 
reflection studies are potential tools. Therefore, we prepared different kinds of junctions, based on transport in direction of c-axis 
and ab-plane, respectively. The first one was a planar hybrid superconductor-normal metal-superconductor (SNS') thin film 
junction for transport studies along the c-axis. We used a BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 (Ba-122) thin film (thickness Ĭ 80 nm) prepared by 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) as base electrode and a lead indium alloy as counter electrode, while the normal metal (barrier) layer 
was formed by thin gold films. By tuning the thickness of the gold layer and the area of the tunneling window, we were able to 
switch the behavior of our junction. For a thin gold layer (Ĭ 5 nm) and greater areas, RCSJ-like Josephson behavior can be 
observed with a radiation dependent excess current and nearly linear temperature dependence of the critical current. Increasing the 
thickness of the gold layer to 10 nm leads to conductance spectra, which are dominated by Andreev reflection and which show no 
remaining sign of Josephson effects. Secondly, an edge-type junction for transport measurements in the ab-plane of the pnictide 
layer, was prepared. It also is realized with PbIn as counter electrode, but with no artificial thin film. The temperature dependent 
conductance spectra showed some interesting features, which cannot be described within usual theoretical models. We introduced a 
third geometry, phase-sensitive corner junctions, which could ultimately test the pairing symmetry of Ba-122, if it is s± type. 
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1. Introduction 
The iron-based superconductors potentially seem to be excellent materials in the fields of current transport and 
large-scale applications. But deeper insight into the transport mechanisms of the pnictides is needed. Tunneling 
processes are a potent tool of examination of the superconducting gap structure and the unusual pairing symmetry. We 
present measurements on two different geometries of junctions, a planar junction and an edge junction using thin film 
techniques. Both show either Josephson or Andreev-reflection dominated behavior [1,2]. While the base electrode is 
formed by Co-doped Ba-122 thin films, the counter electrode is made of an alloy of lead and indium. The barrier is 
responsible for the type of tunneling and is of various origins: It can be formed by a normal metal layer (gold) or by 
interface-engineering of the pnictide surface. Finally, a corner junction geometry based on theoretical works of Parker 
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and Mazin [3] is introduced, which may ultimately test the s± pairing symmetry of the order parameter. This geometry 
combines both junction geometries in different crystal orientations to achieve a ʌ phase shift between electron- and 
hole-like pairs from different Fermi surfaces. 
2. Planar junctions 
The thin films of BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 were prepared by PLD at the IFW Dresden [4] on (La,Sr)(Al,Ta)O3 substrates 
(LSAT). The Ba-122 layers had thicknesses of 80 nm and showed an even surface (RMS roughness below 1 nm). This 
good surface quality enables the deposition of thin, but completely covering layers of the future barrier material. 
For the hybrid planar junctions, being the first junction geometry presented, we utilized gold (thicknesses of 5 nm to 
10 nm) as barrier material, thus forming an S-N transition. Additionally, the complete gold coverage prevents the 
Ba-122 layer from possible degradation/damaging by air, photo resists and other chemicals used in the subsequent 
preparation steps. A framework of insulating SiO2 was used to confine the planar junction areas after removing the 
gold shortcut in the vicinity by ion beam etching. Areas between 3x3 μm² and 100x100 μm² have been realized. As 
counter electrode material we chose an alloy of lead and indium (PbIn) with a thickness of 150 nm, thus forming 
S-N-S’ junctions in the pnictide’s c-direction. This alloy was deposited by thermal evaporation on top of the SiO2 
frameworks. The photolithographic junction design we used, enables electrical measurements in four-point geometry 
of both electrodes, separately as well as the junction, solely. Thus, the influence of the electrodes on the junction can 
be precisely determined, as well as their superconducting properties, like critical temperatures and currents. Ultrasonic 
bonded gold wires (diameter of 25 μm) connect the junction structures to the measurement equipment. 
Fig.1. (a) cross-section of a hybrid planar SNS’ junction. The counter electrode is denoted by PbIn, the base electrode by Ba-122, the artificial gold 
barrier by Au, the insulating framework by SiO2 and the substrate by LSAT, respectively; (b) I-V characteristics of a 30x30 μm² junction compared 
to a fit using the resistively shunted junction (RSJ) model. 
 
The planar junction show resistively shunted junction-like current-voltage characteristics (see Fig.2b) up 7.2 K, which 
corresponds to the critical temperature of the counter electrode. The temperature dependence of the critical current 
shows nearly linear behavior near TC. Assuming an excess current of about 270 μA (by extrapolating the linear part to 
zero voltage) one gets an effective IC value of 110 μA. Having a normal state resistance of 40 m, the ICRN value 
calculates to 4.4 μV. The Josephson junction is not originated from a grain boundary, because of the small critical 
Josephson current density of JC = 12 Acm-2 and the high sheet resistance value of ȡN = 4.6 kcm-2. We rather assume 
the junction to be of the SNS’, SINS’, or SINIS’ type (I.. insulating, S,S’.. superconducting layers, N.. normal metal), 
i.e. some additional contributions by the interfaces. We consider an oxidized lead surface or a normal conducting or 
insulating surface of the Ba-122 thin films responsible for the junction type change. 
3. Edge junctions 
The edge junctions utilize the interface region between both electrodes as barrier. They also allow, in contrary to the 
planar junctions above, electrical contact to the ab-plane of the Ba-122 layer. Electrical transitions in the c-axis are 
suppressed by an insulating SiO2 cap on top of the pnictide. The edge contact area is limited by the thickness of the 
Ba-122 layer times the width of the PbIn bridge (tunable between 3 μm and 20 μm). The barrier properties are strongly 
influenced by the preparation processes and can thus be interface-engineered during structuring (see Fig.2a), similar to 
former works on the cuprates [5,6]. The open flank of the Ba-122 could be influenced by Ar ion beam etching, 
photoresist, thermal treatment during deposition of the lead electrode and during the measurement process, in 
succession. As for the planar contacts, the edge contact is measurable electrically in four-point geometry. 
a) 
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Fig.2. (a) cross-section of an edge junction, the shaded area represents the interface-engineered transition area. Same color code is used as in Fig. 1a; 
(b) IC-T curve obtained from the conductance spectra in Fig.2c, black squares stand for negative bias currents and open red dots for positive ones, 
respectively; (c) conductance spectra of an edge junction for different temperatures. Each curve is shifted by -0.5 x 10³ -1 to the one above. The 
arrows point at the IC values presented in Fig.2b.  
 
The measurements performed on the edge junctions are presented in Fig.2c. The last one shows the junction’s 
differential conductance versus the bias current, which was calculated from measured V-I characteristics by numerical 
derivation. In contrast to the planar junctions, there was no direct observation of a critical Josephson current, but one 
can see, that there is a linear rise in conductance, which could be a possible indication of a Josephson effect within the 
junction. The bend is marked by arrows in Fig.2c and it is clearly visible, that the corresponding current decreases with 
the temperature (see Fig.2b), vanishing at 7.1 K. There are also other features in the conductance spectra, which show 
no significant temperature dependence below 7.1 K. They are most probably caused by quasiparticle tunneling and 
Andreev reflection at the Ba-122/PbIn interface. Also the critical current of the Ba-122 electrode (rise in conductance 
at § 90 μA) and a background, which we cannot describe analytically up to now contribute to the feature appearance. 
4. Phase-sensitive corner junctions 
It is difficult to achieve unarguable phase information of the pnictides using common tunneling and point contact 
techniques. Parker and Mazin [3] proposed special methods based on Josephson interferometry to ultimately test the 
order parameter symmetry. One method is to contact the pnictide in different crystalline directions in order to achieve 
measurable phase differences. In contrast to the corner junctions used to examine the cuprates [7,8], the c-axis and the 
ab-plane are contacted asymmetrically (see Fig.3). In opposition to the d-wave symmetries in the cuprates the s± state, 
which the pnictides most probably belong to, favors electron transport in both directions for electron-doped  
Fig.3. (a) cross-section of an ac-corner junction to test the order parameter symmetry composed by the planar and edge junctions presented above; 
(b) top view of an ab-corner junction composed by two edge junctions with different barrier properties. The same color code is used as in Fig.1a. 
a) 
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compounds and hole transport vice-versa. To achieve a phase difference of ʌ one has to suppress electron tunneling in 
one direction without affecting the hole transport too much. An edge junction of solely specular (infinitely thin) 
barriers cannot provide this suppression. Instead, an asymmetric corner junction being formed by different barriers for 
each direction has to be prepared. A composition of a thick low barrier and a thin specular one could be the solution of 
the problem. Thus, a corner junction being formed of the two junction geometries we presented above can provide the 
phase shift of ʌ. We check if the interface-engineering we presented in the edge junctions section above suit the 
requirements for the thin specular barrier, while the planar geometry applies to a barrier of tunable thickness to 
suppress electron tunneling. 
5. Summary and Outlook 
Up to now there are some successful attempts to realize Josephson junctions with different kinds of weak links 
using one or two electrodes of iron-based superconductors, see review [9] and references therein. Here we demonstrate 
some kinds of hybrid junctions with a conventional counter electrode and a barrier layer in a strict thin film technology 
as a basis for reproducible electronic devices. Planar SNS’ Josephson junctions show a quite conventional behavior if 
the barrier is very thin. For thicker barriers the transport is dominated by Andreev reflections. Edge junctions with 
interface-engineered barriers give a possibility to contact the ab-plane of the pnictide superconductor. Further 
optimization of the barrier will lead to Josephson junctions, too. Both types can be used for devices and applications in 
superconducting electronics like SQUIDs, logic elements and arrays for voltage standards or oscillators. Even if the 
working temperature of these devices will be lower than for the cuprates they may have advantages in noise properties, 
long-time stability or intrinsic properties. Thus, finally we discuss a new geometry of a corner junction combining both 
types of junctions leading to a phase-sensitive junction which can be used to test the pairing symmetry of the pnictides. 
If the assumed s± symmetry is real such kind of junctions can be used to develop Josephson junctions with different 
properties in comparison to standard junctions similar to the ʌ-junctions using the d-symmetry of the cuprates [10]. 
This can lead to interesting superconducting devices like the RSFQ circuits using ʌ-junctions [11]. If it will be possible 
to use the asymmetric transport of electron and hole pairs this will lead to new devices. This would further enhance the 
application fields of iron-based Josephson devices. 
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